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Archer, Jules. Choe Eh-Lai. Hathorn, 1973. 198p. $5.95.
A biography that gives an excellent picture of the intricate relationships withinR China, and between the Chinese communists and sympathizers or political figures
7-10 of other countries, this strikes a nice balance between description of Chou En-Lai's
personal life and his political career. Although the author occasionally sounds a
note of adulation ("The infectious charm of the handsome, black-browed intellectual
Red leader was also. . .") the fact that Chou has been a skilled diplomat and a person-
able leader does emerge; Archer is quite objective, however, about Chou's political
or military decisions, not always impeccable. The writing is brisk and serious, light-
ened by some anecdotal material. A bibliography, with especially recommended
reading indicated by asterisks, and an index are appended.
Armstrong, William H. The Mills of God; illus. by David Armstrong. Doubleday, 1973.
114p. $3.95.
An Appalachian story, set in the Depression Era, does indeed grind slowly, its
M minimal value in the picture it gives of the period and locale. The protagonist,
5-7 twelve-year-old Aaron Skinner, lives a lonely and hard-working life in the dusty
hill country. All his savings and much of his affection are invested in a dog, and
when the wealthy Mr. Ruffner for whom his father works decrees that the dog
must go, Aaron takes the dog back to the man from whom he bought him. Later
there is some shooting and Ruffner hears-erroneously-that it is Aaron who has
been killed. He hangs himself. Boy and dog are reunited. The pace of the book
is plodding, with long passages of static exposition, and the characterization is super-
ficial; since the most forceful character is Ruffner, it seems quite out of character
that this domineering, tough man should commit suicide out of remorse for an action
that might have only indirectly been responsible for the boy's supposed death-it
is also an awkwardly abrupt ending.
Arundel, Honor. The Blanket Word. Nelson, 1973. 138p. $4.95.
A sequel to The Terrible Temptation, reviewed in the December 1971 issue,R continues the first-person story of a Welsh girl at a Scottish university. Jan goes
7-10 home to her mother's deathbed and quarrels with her brother and sisters, resenting
the discovered fact that her brother has been helping support her. Grimly she decides
that marriage and children are not for her; Jan wants a career, and fame, and wealth.
But when she visits her roommate's family, Jan finds that strawberries and cream
can be a boring diet, and she also finds that Thomas, whose poverty and commitment
to others had irritated her, is the one person she can talk to fully and openly.
Then, when Thomas is staying with Jan's brother and calls to say there is a family
crisis and her help is needed, Jan goes gladly. The blanket word is love; Jan, whose
selfishness had been her guide to her own actions and plans, as well as to her
judgment of others, has grown up. Honor Arundel died in the past year, and it
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is sad to realize that her understanding and her ability to identify with young people
will no longer make available to readers such books as The Blanket Word, books
that deal candidly and sympathetically with real and universal problems.
Bacon, Martha. In the Company of Clowns. Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1973. 153p. illus. $5.95.
An adventure tale set in Italy early in the eighteenth century, the story of a
R twelve-year-old orphan is richly colored, filled with action, and vivid in characteriza-
5-8 tion. Gian-Piero is bored with being a convent scullery boy, and when he is the
victim of a fraudulent sale on the part of a strolling player, he has no hesitation
in taking off and following him. He meets the Harlequin of the troop, who convinces
Gian-Piero that he can find-and be acknowledged by-his unknown father. The
way to Venice and the putative parent is filled with the doings of the rapscallion
band of players and the uninvited minx, Ginestra. A lively book, witty and romantic
in the picaresque vein.
Beatty, Patricia. The Bad Bell of San Salvador. Morrow, 1973. 253p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library
ed. $5.11 net.
He answered to the name of "Jacinto," but the boy promised himself that some
R day he would escape his Mexican captors, rejoin his tribe, and be known by his
5-8 true Comanche name, Spotted Wild Horse. Thirteen, rebellious, refusing to accept
the Catholic religion of his patron, Jacinto was sent away to California with a band
of settlers; there he resolved to steal a horse and get back to his own people. Again
unruly, the boy was punished by being sent to live with and serve the Swiss priest
who served the small, new community; while he helped cast the bell for the church,
Jacinto never made concessions about his religious convictions and was the more
appreciative of the priest's understanding because he was almost an outcast in the
village. The story has good pace, lively incidents, and credible characters, but its
major strength is in the vigorous re-creation of the 1840's in California, a period
in which the wealthy patrons ruled large tracts of land in almost feudal style, and
converted Indians helped protect the lands and herds against local marauding Indian
tribes.
Berry, James R. Dar Tellum: Stranger from a Distant Planet; illus. by E. Scull; ed. by
Isaac Asimov. Walker, 1973. 64p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.87 net.
Ralph tells his own story about telepathic communication with Dar Tellum, inhabi-
Ad tant of another planet, in a fanciful story that is not outstanding for its style or
2-4 plot but should be welcome because of the dearth of science fiction for young
readers. Ralph feels a tug at his mind when Dar Tellum wants to talk; they never
quite visualize each other, but they compare notes on education and cultures, work
together to achieve telekinesis, and-crux of the tenuous plot-together solve the
problem that has defeated Ralph's father, who is working on a secret government
project on removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. Dar Tellum suggests
algae, Ralph writes a note to his father, and the program is established: the carbon
dioxide will no longer retain heat, so the earth's temperature will be lowered and
the halting of melt-water will decrease danger of flooding. While the plot is labored,
the book's inclusion of an extraterrestrial intelligence and of telepathic communica-
tion should appeal to readers.
Branley, Franklyn Mansfield. A Book of Flying Saucers for You; illus. by Leonard Kessler.
T. Y. Crowell, 1973. 74p. $4.50.
Dignified in approach, informal in style, and written with authority, this text dis-
R cusses some of the phenomena that have been reported as unidentified flying objects
3-4 and the known or probable explanations. Some of the reports have been revealed
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as hoaxes, but many of those made by reputable observers (professional pilots,
for example) have no explanation. Branley describes some of the natural and man-
made phenomena that might explain some reports, describes the atmosphere and
temperature of planets in our system, and discusses the possibilities of intelligent
life on other solar systems and of interplanetary travel.
Burnford, Sheila. Mr. Noah and the Second Flood; illus. by Michael Foreman. Praeger,
1973. 64p. $4.95.
A cautionary fable about man's destroying the world through pollution is written
R in a deceptively bland style and with moments of wry humor. Descendants of the
7- first Noah, Mr. and Mrs. James Noah and their three sons live in contented isolation
on a mountain top, hospitably entertaining animals-and, once a year, the Bank
Manager brings them a gold brick from royalties on a patent covering toy arks.
Mr. Noah reads that the world is getting warmer and the waters are rising, so
he sets about building another ark and collecting animals. Having sent his sons
out to collect wives and beasts, Noah decides, seeing the environmental detritus
on the creeping water, that tools are an abomination and that mankind is a species
not worth continuing. He sends his sons to join the extraterrestrial emigration, and,
as the ark floats off, placidly decides to let evolution take its course without the
human race on earth. The theme has been used in other, recent variations, but
the treatment is new and the writing style is graceful; the action of the story bogs
down a bit in the long process of animal-gathering and food preparation (ten years)
but it picks up at the end, and the story closes with.some decisions made and
the future a question mark.
Carle, Eric. I See a Song. T. Y. Crowell, 1973. 26p. illus. Trade ed. $4.50' Library ed.
$5.25 net.
Lovely to look at, but insubstantial, a picture book that has an introduction but
M no text consists of brilliantly colored collage designs and patterns. The introduction
3-5 is made by a violinist, and the pictures are meant as an expression of his music
yrs. in color and form, a conception that might be successful were the music audible.
Some of the shapes are recognizable, others are abstract, and there is no sequence,
although some of the pictures are related (bud to flower, flower bursting into full
bloom) and all seem to be in celebration of nature-although this may have to be
explained to small children. Enjoyable as art, but no story or focus.
Catherall, Arthur. Last Horse on the Sands; illus. by David Farris. Lothrop, 1973. 128p.
Trade ed. $4.25; Library ed. $3.94 net.
First published in England, an adventure story that is set in a coastal village
Ad describes the courage of two children and the stamina of a horse they loved. All
4-6 of the men, and many of the women and children, are gathering cockles on one
of the few days in the year when the racing tide gives them enough time. Save
for one-horse drawn cart, the hauling is done by tractors; all of the latter are called
into service when the plane crashes on the sands; when a second plane crashes,
the children try, with the horse and cart, to effect a rescue operation. The tide
is on the turn, the sands are full of treacherous soft spots, there is no help avail-
able. . . when a rescue dinghy comes, it gets damaged with a survivor abroad; then
another survivor appears, etc. It's really too much of a good thing, peril on peril,
to the extent that the suspense of the story is marred and the carefully-constructed
situation loses some dramatic impact--but it's still a good action story in a convinc-
ing setting, and the matter-of-fact style is an enhancing foil for the drama of the
catastrophe.
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Chamberlin, Hope. A Minority of Members; Women in the U. S. Congress. Praeger, 1973.
37 4p. $10.
A useful and timely collective biography, chronologically arranged, reviews the
R lives and careers of eighty-five women who have served as senators and representa-
7- tives of the United States Congress. Although the essential personal information
about each is included, emphasis is on each congresswoman's political career; the
author is candid about campaign tactics and objective in assessment of the subject's
successes and failures in public life. The biographies are of varying lengths (gauged
to length of service and to prominence as a public figure) and it is primarily in
the longer biographies that some sense of each subject's personality emerges. An
alphabetical list of women in the Congress gives party affiliation, state, and dates
of election and termination of tenure; and index is appended. An interesting book
with minor reference use.
Clayton, Robert. Southern Africa; illus. by Zena Flax. Day, 1973. 48p. $3.96.
Clayton, Robert. Western Africa; illus. by Zena Flax. Day, 1973. 48p. $3.96.
Two additions to a geography series first published in Great Britain, the text
M organized by topics, with many pictures and some maps. While the information
3-5 is useful, most of it can be gleaned from encyclopedia articles; the books are limited
by the lack of indexes and to some extent by the superficiality of the coverage.
In Southern Africa, for example, the "history" section begins with Portugese explo-
ration in the fifteenth century, as though the time before that were prehistory, and
there is no mention of the Boer War. Both books cover such topics as towns,
industries, current problems, and agriculture, but do not provide facts uniformly;
in Southern Africa, for example, the first topic is "Discovery and Exploration,"
which gives minimal historical background, while in Western Africa the first topic
is "The Coastal Areas," followed by other geographical divisions, with history
and other subjects included. A page of questions and a list of "difficult words"
(yam? yellow fever? conservation?) with their definitions are appended.
Cleaver, Vera. Me Too; by Vera and Bill Cleaver. Lippincott, 1973. 158p. $5.95.
It was up to Lydia.Her twin sister Lornie, retarded, had been living at school,
Ad but she was coming home for the summer; Dad had left them and their mother
5-7 had to go to work. Lydia was determined that she would succeed where others
had failed: by love and patience and hard work she would help Lornie to become
a normal twelve-year-old. She doesn't, and she sees with chagrin, when Lorie
goes back to school, that her sister is happier there than at home. While the book,
which is primarily a description of Lydia's struggles with her twin, gives a vivid
picture of retardation, it has too little variety, too protracted an emphasis on the
Lydia-Lornie relationship. There is some contrast in the recurring appearance of
Billy Frank, a friend whose parents object to his friendship with Lydia, but, as
in other Cleaver books, the heroine pretty much goes it alone-and her mother
hardly impinges on her life with Lornie.
Colby, Carroll Burleigh. Chute! Air Drop for Defense and Sport. Coward, 1973. 48p. illus.
$3.86.
A revision of the 1953 title Air Drop uses the same format, with three-fourths
Ad of the page space devoted to photographs and passages of text that function as
5-8 long captions. The prefatory remarks give some background about early theorists
and later practitioners in the use and construction of parachutes; most of the text
describes the training of parachutists and the use of air drops for military purposes,
although a small section discusses industrial, fire-fighting, and recreational use of
chutes (not as much coverage of sport as the title might indicate) and the use of
chutes in astronauts' landings.
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Cooper, Kay. A Chipmunk's Inside-Outside World; illus. by Alvin E. Staffan. Messner,
1973. 58p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
A continuous text describes the life cycle of a chipmunk from birth to mating
Ad and parenthood, the photographs attractive but seldom informative. The writing
2-4 style is straightforward, marred slightly by an occasional awkwardness of structure
or a statement like "As nature had planned, he was becoming more independent."
The information is accurate, however, and the text gives some idea of the ecological
system in which the chipmunk lives as well as facts about food, predators, behavior
patterns, burrow construction, and hibernation.
Cooper, Susan. The Dark is Rising; illus. by Alan E. Cober. Atheneum, 1973. 216p. $5.95.
A fantasy set in England, not as lucid as the author's realistic story of World
Ad War II, Dawn of Fear, but compelling in the sustaining of mood and the meshing
5-7 of real and fanciful. Seventh son of a seventh son, Will discovers on his eleventh
birthday that he is the last of the Old Ones, those gifted with supernatural powers
and committed to guarding the world against the dark magic of evil. Through a
set of symbolic signs, Will is guided in his struggle, finding that the malign forces
are represented by figures of the present who, like him, are encountered in other
roles in his forays into the past. The writing style is excellent, the story dramatic,
the plot intricate; the print is unfortunately small.
Croxford, Vera. Animals Everywhere. Grosset, 1973. 56p. illus. $2.95.
Lovely paintings of animals are almost wholly wasted in an oversize book with
NR minimal browsing use. There is no table of contents, no index, no discernible
K-2 arrangement; the doublepage spreads have pictures and identifying captions for five
to eight creatures grouped under such headings as "Garden Animals," "Birds and
Insects," "North American Animals," et cetera. One weakness is that many animal
forms can fit into several categories; another is that the categories are quite superfi-
cial in coverage; a third is that there is no access to the contents of the book;
a fourth is that the bland, flat captions tell so little. And a fifth-there is no attempt
to show animals' sizes in scale. "HEN/Hens stay in the barnyard and lay eggs
for us to eat." "CAT/Cats come in all colors and sizes. They are friendly and
they love warmth. This is a tortoise-shell cat with pretty markings."
Dickinson, Peter. The Dancing Bear; illus. by David Smee. Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1973.
243p. $5.95.
An adventure story of the time of the Byzantine Empire, this has strong charac-
R ters, historical interest, and enough action for two books; it moves ponderously
6-9 at times, perhaps because there is so broad a canvas that the details obscure the
composition. Nevertheless, the story of a slave boy and his trained bear is exciting;
it begins in 558 A.D. when the Huns sacked Byzantium. Silvester the slave, his
young mistress, and Holy John, a religious fanatic, escape with the trained bear.
They save the life of a wounded Hun en route, take the man to his tribe and receive
its gratitude, later escaping to a Slav stronghold where Silvester receives manumis-
sion and marries the Lady Ariadne. An epilogue describes those portions of the
story that are historically based.
Dobrin, Arnold. Jillions of Gerbils; written and illus. by Arnold Dobrin. Lothrop, 1973.
63p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.78 net.
David's mother had told him to be careful, that things get lost during the process
R of moving. And he had been. . . but somehow, after moving, Herbert the gerbil
2-3 disappeared. Sympathizing with David's unhappiness, Father bought David another
gerbil; David named this one Max. When Max got lost, Mother was really provoked.
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No more pets. Searching the house for secret places, David and his sister found
a little nook, and there were Max and Herbert. Dad had always wanted "jillions'
of the gerbils he loved, and now he had a start, because either Max or Herbert
had become a mother. This is not a fictionalized informational book, as is Pape's,
reviewed below; Dobrin's Gerbils (reviewed in the September, 1970 issue) gives
facts. This is a very simply written pet story, mildly plotted and reflecting a love
of pets and a realistic family situation with little excitement but with good construc-
tion and natural dialogue.
Domanska, Janina, illus. Little Red Hen. Macmillan, 1973. 30p. $4.95.
Unlike the Galdone version, reviewed below, the three friends of the little hen
R are a cat, a rat, and a goose. The style is also different: Domanska uses, for example,
3-6 "So she cut it with her bill and threshed it with her wings," after the little red
yrs. hen's friends refuse to help thresh the wheat; Galdone makes more of it: "Each
morning the little red hen watered the wheat and pulled the weeds. Soon the wheat
pushed through the ground and began to grow tall." The crisp, almost cursory
style here fits the illustrations, which are stylized and geometric in design details;
the color is used to stunning effect but it is used repetitively. This hasn't the free
humor in Galdone's pictures, the animals are not definite characters, but there are
bits of funny by-play going on in the background.
Donovan, John. Remove Protective Coating a Little at a Time. Harper, 1973. 101p. Trade
ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Harry Knight's parents ahd been high school sweethearts, and as they grew old-
Ad er-and wealthier-their lives grew less and less meaningful. Oh, they loved their
7-9 son, but he was almost self-sufficient. But Harry didn't feel that way, he still needed
them and was baffled by the lack of communication, disturbed by the discord
between them; when he ran into an old woman, while playing in the park one day,
who really seemed to take direct interest in him, Harry was charmed. Amelia was
in her seventies, she lived a vagrant life and slept in an abandoned building, and
she was alive, real, sentient; Harry brought her food, clothes, bedding, not out
of charity but out of love. Even when he discovered Amelia was a panhandler,
Harry couldn't stop caring: he stayed away for two months, but he went back
to her neighborhood-and she was gone. The building had been torn down, and
there was no way to find Amelia. While this is happening, Harry's parents are
struggling through discord, therapy, separation (on medical advice) and the promise
of improved relationships, but his life with Amelia has been apart. The characteriza-
tion is compelling and the writing style taut, but the plot doesn't quite mesh, and
the story has neither the tragic grandeur of the author's Wild in the World nor
the pathetic tenderness of I'll Get There. It Better Be Worth the Trip.
Englebert, Victor. The Goats ofAgadez. Harcourt, 1973. 48p. illus. $4.75.
Photographs of scenes in a town on the edge of the Sahara Desert give a certain
NR amount of information about custom, costume, and architecture, but the book is
2-4 so weakened by flat, fragmented writing and by the contrived union of text and
photographs that it has little value. The goat herd, a source of food and profit,
wanders through the town; many of the pictures and their captions seem irrelevant:
"A pair of young goats enjoys the day's last game, while their elders settle an
argument." In some cases, the "goat" theme of the title is quite artificial: "As
they wander about the town, the goats pass. . ." accompanies a sequence of pictures
that have nothing to do with goats.
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Fahey, William A. F. Scott Fitzgerald and the American Dream. T. Y. Crowell, 1973.
177p. (Twentieth-Century American Writers). $4.50.
This is more an intensive examination of Fitzgerald's work than of his life; indeed,
R the author frequently interprets Fitzgerald's life and personality through analyses
9- of his fictional characters. Although it gives enough biographical information to
serve as background for an understanding of Fitzgerald as a product and an observer
of his time, the book is primarily a literary study. Learned but not pedantic, the
text dissects Fitzgerald's characters, their motivations and relationships, his struc-
ture and style; it is objectively critical, as firm in seeing the weaknesses in some
of Fitzgerald's writing as it is in maintaining that the author's best work merits
an abiding respect as a contribution to American Literature. This may be too inten-
sive an essay for the general reader, but for the student of literature, it's a boon.
Wordy, but incisive. A selected bibliography and an index are appended.
Fleming, Thomas J. Benjamin Franklin. Four Winds, 1973. 166p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library
ed. $5.62 net.
Author of other books on Franklin, among them the adult title The Man Who
R Dared the Lightning (Morrow, 1971), Fleming has added new depth and vigor to
6-10 a familiar subject of biographies. The facts that are usually glossed over in books
for young readers, such as Franklin's penchant for dalliance, are given in a brisk
and graceful style; there are many quotations from Franklin's writings and many
anecdotes and bits of information not usually included in other books and giving
evidence of thorough research. Above all, the vigor and informality of the writing
make this a pleasure to read. An index is appended.
Freeman, Don. Flash the Dash; written and illus. by Don Freeman. Childrens Press, 1973.
36p. $4.79.
Two dachshunds, Sashay and Flash, live in a comfortable dog house; Sashay
M urges her mate, who is lazy, to share the financial burden, since she has been earning
4-6 food by delivering flowers and newspapers. Flash gets a job delivering telegrams,
yrs. is zealous and reliable until hit by spring fever. He lets a telegram escape in the
breeze, it is caught by a woman, she reads it to him, he discovers Sashay is in
the Hot Diggety Dog Hospital with a litter of three. How did he know? "I got
the message," the story ends. the drawings are deft, but the colors are humdrum;
the story is weak in construction, with little sequence or focus, and with several
weak spots: for example, Flash begs (by standing on his hind legs) that the telegram
be read to him, yet the text states that he found a telegram under the office door
and "without looking to see to whom the telegram was addressed" he went off.
Freschet, Berniece. Bear Mouse; illus. by Donald Carrick. Scribner, 1973. 27p. $4.95.
Soft, realistic pictures in earth colors echo the sense of winter isolation in the
R text, which describes a meadow mouse who must balance her need for food that
K-2 will sustain her and her nursing litter against the dangers of predators whose need,
like hers, has been sharpened by the seasonal dearth. This is a quiet book, with
neither plot nor anthropomorphization, but it is accurate in the information it gives
about the mouse and the food-chain of which she is a part, and it also communicates
a sense of affection for wild life and natural beauty.
Galdone, Paul, illus. The Little Red Hen. Seabury, 1973. 37p. $4.95.
The familiar story of the busy little hen and her three lazy friends is delightfully
illustrated with pictures that have color and vitality, the humor of the story extracted
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R in full and most evident in the faces of the dog, cat, and mouse. The setting is
3-6 a dilipidated farmhouse, and the text and pictures are nicely correlated: Galdone
yrs. at his best.
Garelick, May. Down to the Beach; illus. by Barbara Cooney. Four Winds, 1973. 42p.
Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.92 net.
A description of a day at the seashore is beautifully illustrated with softly colored,
R subdued watercolor paintings that combine effectively with the text to evoke the
K-2 spacious, sunny atmosphere of a summer day. Sandpipers scurry, children play
in moored craft bobbing near the shore, gulls are swooping. When the tide comes
in, the beach is covered and everybody trots home; the sand castles dissolve, shells
tumble in the frothing water, the sun sets and the fog creeps in. No plot, no dramatic
action, but there's plenty of activity, plenty of variation, and lovely pictures to
look at.
Gold, Herbert. The Young Prince and the Magic Cone; illus. by Julie Brinckloe. Doubleday,
1973. 68p. $3.95.
His father was known as the King of North Texas, the Queen had come from
Ad the Panhandle, and he was the only child and he had everything he wanted. Except
4-6 for one thing. He wanted to be loved by everybody, to have everyone on his side
all the time. His parents talked to him, but they didn't help him. Then a voice
came from his ice cream cone and promised that anyone who touched their lips
to the cone would love him. Two children tasted the magical ice cream and
immediately adored the young prince, but the one boy whose friendship he craved
was adamant. He just wasn't interested in ice cream or young princes. Applied
to for help, the magic cone told the prince that he must also love himself. The
achievement of the prince's goal is not quite convincing, and the story moves slowly,
but the style and humor are light and sparkling, and.the theme is provocative.
Goldreich, Gloria. What Can She Be? A Lawyer; by Gloria and Esther Goldreich; illus.
by Robert Ipcar. Lothrop, 1973. 40p. trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.78 net.
A simply written text describes the types of cases that are handled by Ellen
R Green, a lawyer who has a young son and works at home. There is a brief mention
2-4 of the facts that some lawyers specialize and that they must go to law school and
pass an examination, but the focus is on Ellen Green: calls on clients, reference
work at libraries, court appearances, work at home, discussions with professional
friends, and consultations with other lawyers. Sometimes young David is with his
mother, at other times he is in play school while she works. The photographs are
not particularly informative, but they are varied and of good quality; the book not
only makes Ellen Green's work clear, but firmly points out how successfully one
lawyer has combined a career and a happy family life.
Gramatky, Hardie. Little Toot on the Mississippi. Putnam, 1973. 84p. illus. Trade ed. $4.95;
Library ed. $4.69 net.
Another adventure of the little tugboat comes when Little Toot, his imagination
M captured by stories of the mighty river and its magnificent steamboats, takes off
4-6 for the Mississippi. No steamboats; their days are over. Little Toot (after a coalboat
yrs. had kindly explained about levees and floods) finds all the steamboats in a bayou-
refuge and incites them to engage in an animal rescue mission when a flood comes.
People on the levee cheer, the steamboats and animals find another shelter, and
Little Toot decides it's time to go home. There are several points in the story
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that may require explanation to a young audience, but the major weakness of the
book is contrivance: the clustered steamboats, the flood, the people (in flood-time)
who stand on the levee and cheer.
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. Tom Thumb; illus. by Felix Hoffmann. Atheneum, 1973. 30p.
$5.25.
The familiar tale of the tiny, perfect child who has a series of adventures and
R returns safely home by using his wits is illustrated delightfully with large-scale,
K-2 beautifully composed pictures with a sturdy peasant flavor, the strength soften by
fine detail. First published in Switzerland, the story is faithful to the original version
and the pictures (some in black and white, some in full color) add immeasurably
to this picture book version.
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. The Story of Tom Thumb; retold by Mercy Yates; illus. by
Christine Westerberg. Prentice-Hall, 1973. 42p. $3.95.
A retelling of the English folk version of the story of the tiny boy, valiant and
M clever, born to a childless couple, is based on the 1630 verse edition. The small
3-4 size (approximately 5 inches square) seems inappropriate for the fairly complex
writing, which is weakened by the use of an occasionally jarring contemporary term:
"Oh, any little kid can do that," for example. Here Tom is given to his parents
through the offices of Merlin and ends his days at the court of King Arthur; the
major part of the retelling is devoted to Tom's escapades: falling into a pudding,
escaping from a giant's dinner table, being swallowed by a cow, etc. His escapes
are not as cleverly engineered as they are in other versions, and the weakness
of logic in this retelling is that Tom, in one episode, uses his "fairy powers" but
never calls on them again when he is in trouble.
Grossman, Mort. A Rage to Die. Westminister, 1973. 185p. $4.75.
A story of student unrest fomented by an outside agitator and coped with by
NR an intelligent principal occurs in an interracial high school. The principal, Barnes,
6-9 is black, as are most of the dissident students, although the author makes a strong
point of the fact that "the inevitable long-haired, bearded white kids" are easy
tools to manipulate in the cause. Jessup, the agitator employed by the Party (the
Leopard Party, with headquarters in Chicago) is supervisor of elementary instruction
in the district. Save that in Nat Hentoff's In the Country of Ourselves (reviewed
in the January, 1972 issue) the agitator and the principal are white, the theme and
setting are similar; the writing style, here, however is mediocre, the characterization
shallow, and the range of student viewpoints narrower than those in Hentoff's book.
The book ends with none of the issues clarified, lost in the welter of melodrama:
a pretty teacher proves to be a government agent, an angry student who has been
used by Jessup commits two murders (a teacher and Jessup) and commits suicide.
Hamberger, John. A Sleepless Day. Four Winds, 1973. 48p. illus. Trade ed. $3.95; Library
ed. $4.12 net.
Scratchy, humorous drawings tell the story of an owl who has a hard time trying
Ad to get a good day's sleep; there is no text. The story is clear from the pictures,
3-5 but it is a slight story-and while there is some appeal for small children in
yrs. catastrophe-catalog humor, this is repetitious. The owl's tree is struck by lightning,
he is dampened by rain, he roosts in a barn and is chased by a cat, he tries another
tree hollow and is evicted by resident raccoons, the two caves he visits are inhabited
by bats and by what seems to be a dinosaur, and so on. Finally the owl finds
a hollow tree trunk in which another sleepy owl accepts his presence.
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Haviland, Virginia, comp. Favorite Fairy Tales Told in India; illus. by Blair Lent. Little,
1973. 95p. $5.95.
Seven tales, attractively illustrated, are told in a direct and simple style. "The
Ad Valiant Chattee Maker" and "The Cat and the Parrot" are stories of which there
4-6 are many versions, the first the tale of a man whose reputation for bravery is
undeserved but wins him fame and riches, the second a variant of the omnivorous
creature of The Clay Pot Boy. The jackal figures largely in several tales as a tradi-
tional clever beast; some of the tales have a magical element, but most are about
men or animals and the ways they deal with each other. Sources are cited.
Jagendorf, Moritz Adolf. Folk Stories of the South; illus. by Michael Parks. Vanguard,
1973. 355p. $6.95.
A collection that will interest adult lovers of folklore as well as children, this
R is arranged by states, the emphasis therefore on source rather than motifs or types,
4-7 since within each group of stories from an individual state there may be tall tales,
noodlehead tales, Indian legends, tales of magic, tales of ghosts or witches, and
"why" stories. The style is colloquial, often jocular, the majority of the tales humor-
ous. Sources-often first-hand-are cited in an appended section of notes.
Janice. Little Bear's New Year's Party; illus. by Mariana. Lothrop, 1973. 30p. Trade ed.
$3.95; Library ed. $3.78 net.
Another in the series of ingenuous, cheery stories of Little Bear and his friends
Ad finds the animals happily eating their Christman presents and discussing the celebra-
K-2 tion of the New Year. Most of the others have heard of having a New Year's
Eve party but have never been invited; Little Bear proceeds hopefully to look for
an invitation but gets none; he and his friends decide they'll each give a party-but
together, at Little Bear's house. Each invites one guest, but hopeful party-crashers
turn up and the hosts understand how much everybody wants to go to a new kind
of party. So, crowded but happy, they bring the New Year in. Lightweight, but
the message of kindness and hospitality is there, and the simply written text and
slightly-sweet illustrations have a sunny appeal.
Kaufman, Michael. Rooftops & Alleys; Adventures with a City Kid; photographs by Lee
Romero with Michael Edmonds. Knopf, 1973. 87p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed.
$5.57 net.
Unlike many of the photo-documentary books about black urban children, this
R involves the author and photographer in the adventures of the "city kid" Michael.
4-6 Together the three plan to go on adventurous trips led by Michael (a friend of
the author's son) and take pictures, so there is none of the contrivance that often
creeps into books like this. The text rambles casually along, describing a visit to
Michael's mother, who is in the hospital; an encounter with a bullying older boy,
a group trip to New Jersey, a play-it-as-you-go jaunt around Manhattan. The focus
is always on Michael, bright and articulate, knowledgeable about his town, candid
about sneaking subway rides, cheerfully impertinent and obviously charming. The
writing style is personal and casual; it is clear that both adults enjoy Michael's
joie de vivre and their trips with him, and their enjoyment makes the whole thing
seem enviable fun.
Kelen, Emery. Mr. Nonsense; A Life of Edward Lear; with illus. by Edward Lear. Nelson,
1973. 128p. $4.95.
Lear's drawings and nonsense verses enliven a rather prosaic biography of the
Ad writer-artist, the writing weakened by a tendency to flat phraseology and a predilec-
5-7 tion for conjecture. Kelen's emphasis on Lear's artistic career may interest readers
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who know him primarily as a writer, and the chatty, humorous quotations from
Lear's correspondence give vivacity to the pedestrian treatment of his life. An index
(not impressive for the choice of citations) and a brief bibliography are appended.
Klein, Mina C. The Kremlin; Citadel of History; by Mina C. Klein and H. Arthur Klein.
Macmillan, 1973. 168p. illus. $5.95.
Although the focus is on the Kremlin itself, this account includes so much of
Ad Russia's history that the book seems too crowded with passing mention of Russia's
7-10 leaders and national events to give adequate attention to any aspect. There is, how-
ever, enough information about the physical changes in the Kremlin: the art, the
architecture, the palaces and the rebuilding after war or fire, to make the text interest-
ing. The writing style is solid and heavy, the photographs and reproductions of
old prints engrossing. A list of additional readings and sources, and an index are
appended.
Lattimore, Eleanor Frances. A Smiling Face; written and illus. by Eleanor Francis Lattimore.
Morrow, 1973. 127p. Trade ed. $4.25; Library ed. $3.94 net.
Grace is the middle child of three, not as pretty as her sisters, aware that Laurel
Ad will always be ahead of her and that little Melody is petted, but she's a happy
2-3 child more concerned with friends than status. She cannot understand the prejudice
of some of the adults when a black family moves into the neighborhood; one of
the family, Ruby, has already become a friend at school. The story is episodic,
although there are some connecting threads; while the book lacks focus, it is low-
keyed and realistic, and its presents its problems (bias, sibling jealousy, incompatible
visiting great-aunt, boy-girl relations) at a level the young reader can easily com-
prehend. The writing is very simple in style, much like Haywood's, and while it
is without humor or dramatic contrast, it reflects very naturally the concerns and
behavior of children.
Levin, Betty. The Zoo Conspiracy; illus. by Marian Parry. Hastings House, 1973. 123p.
$5.95.
An exceedingly hostile girl tells a zoo tuatara he is soon going to lose his status
M as an unchanged descendant of the dinosaur. Alarmed, Benjamin the tuatara talks
4-6 to other zoo animals, many of whom have heard the same rumor, and they decide
to guard their positions. When the animal-a coelacanth-arrives, the other animals
manage to tip his tank, but they see how unhappy the coelacanth is ("The
coelacanth's gulps were growing longer and larger, and it seemed to be emitting
a kind of moan. Stranger yet, plump round globules were being exuded from its
eyes, drop by drop."). Knowing "the monstrous thing" is crying, the others take
pity; they realize that each life form has its own niche. The theme is worthy, the
execution-despite some clever dialogue-over-extended and slow-moving; the girl,
who continues to take an unconvincing part in the story, a weak element.
Lisker, Sonia O. The Attic Witch. Four Winds, 1973. 46p. illus. Trade ed. $4.50; Library
ed. $4.46 net.
A story told in pictures, the only words being pushbutton labels in one frame.
M A small girl comes in out of the rain, is scolded and sent to her room, and climbs
4-6 into the attic. She sees, in a full length mirror, a beckoning witch, and steps through
yrs. the mirror into the witch's world. Riding a broomstick, the child has several adven-
tures, then swoops through the window of her own room and into bed. While the
book has plenty of action, the cartoon-style pictures do not always tell the story
clearly, and there are some concepts (the mirror scene, and the threshold of fantasy)
that may not be comprehensible to young children; the primary weakness of the
story, however, is that it lacks focus.
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Liston, Robert A. The Right to Know; Censorship in America. Watts, 1973. 150p. $5.95.
A thoughtful and balanced survey of the pros and cons, the problems and pitfalls,
R the legislation and litigation of the past and present, is divided into two sections:
8- one deals with censorship of obscenity, the other with censorship of information.
In both cases, Liston considers the principles and philosphy expressed in theories,
testimony, and court decisions, with separate chapters on each of the media. In
view of recent Supreme Court decisions (the ruling on censorship by local decisions
made after the book went to press, and the ruling on a newsman's right to keep
sources inviolate) as well as the Watergate discussions of privilage, this is a most
timely book. The material is carefully organized and decumented, the approach
objective. A list of selected readings and a relative index are appended.
Manchel, Frank. Yesterday's Clowns; The Rise of Film Comedy. Watts, 1973. 154p. illus.
$6.95.
This, as the author explains in his prefatory note, is not a complete history of
R filmic comedy but a survey of its beginnings and of the great stars and directors.
7-10 The text includes biographical information, discussion of techniques and of
individual films, and critical comment on comedians' and comediennes' styles. The
writing style is casual and smooth, the photographs delectable. A bibliography and
an index are appended.
Mayle, Peter. "Where Did I Come From?" The Facts of Life without any Nonsense and
with illustrations; illus. by Arthur Robins; designed by Paul Walter. Lyle Stuart,
1973. 44p. $5.95.
A sex education book for young children, illustrated with cartoon-style drawings,
M gets off to an unfortunate start by saying, "And we know (because we have children
K-2 of our own) how difficult it is to tell the truth without getting red in the face and
mumbling," a suggestion of prurience that defeats the attitude of frank acceptance
of a natural process. This goes a step farther than other books in attempting to
describe the sensations experienced during coitus, and in explaining that there are
words (bosom, titties, boobs) for "breast" but that the latter is the correct term.
The light tone may appeal to some readers and listeners.
Morgan, Alison. Pete. Harper, 1973. 241p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.43 net.
First published in England, a story about one of the minor characters in A Boy
R Called Fish (reviewed in the November, 1973 issue). Pete, whose family had
5-7 scrimped so that he could join a school tour group, had been eliminated when the
travel agents made a short booking. Disappointed, he decides to run off to Scotland
and join his father, who's on a job there, letting his mother think he is with his
classmates. Robbed and without funds, Pete is taken in by a gentle hippie couple
and helped by a friend to get to Scotland, and joins his surprised father. The final
episode is pure theater, dramatic yet completely believable, the story line remarkably
smooth in a book so divided structurally. The writing is restrained and smooth,
the characterization and dialogue deft.
Opie, lona (Archibald), ed. The Oxford Book of Children's Verse; chosen and ed. with
notes by lona and Peter Opie. Oxford, 1973. 407p. $10.
A compilation of time-tested poems for or about children compiled by eminent
R anthologists, is arranged in chronological groupings. In their preface the Opies state
K-8 firmly that no effort has been made to seek out the unfamiliar but that their goal
has been "to make available in one place the classics of children's poetry." So,
from Geoffrey Chaucer to Ogden Nash, five hundred years of poetry for children
has been skimmed, and this is the Opie's choice of cream. The notes on authors
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and sources add to the book's usefulness, and an index of first lines and familiar
tales as well as an author index are appended. For home collections or for school
and library, a bonanza.
Ormondroyd, Edward. Imagination Greene; illus. by John Lewis. Parnassus, 1973. 30p.
Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.87 net.
Clean-lined and softly colored illustrations show details of colonial furniture, cos-
Ad tumes, and artifacts in attractive representational pictures. The text is written in
2-4 matter-of-fact style but deals playfully with the idea of a colonial child's imaginative
inventions (on paper) that heartily amuse his family: a machine that enables people
to talk to each other, a box with pictures that move, a carriage that moves without
horses to pull it! The idea is fresh, the writing style adequate, but the dialogue
seems forced and the story moves on the same level throughout, so that there is
little variance or development.
Pape, Donna Lugg. A Gerbil for a Friend; illus. by Diana Martin. Prentice-Hall, 1973.
30p. $4.95.
An informational book in fictionalized form, this gives the very young child the
Ad major facts about gerbils, although not as much as does Dobrin's book, Gerbils,
K-2 which is for the independent reader but can be read to younger children. Here,
a child brings home the offspring of a schoolroom pet, and the story describes
the way in which he and his father shop for a cage, the way the gerbil is fed,
the ways in which the animal is handled, etc. While not successful as a story,
the book gives information and communicates a sense of respect for animals, and
the story-form may make the book more interesting for some children. The writing
style and the illustrations are adequate, the former weakened somewhat by the
occasionally-abrupt shifts of topic, the latter by a static quality.
Peck, Robert Newton. Millie's Boy. Knopf, 1973. 195p. $4.95.
A first person story, set in rural Vermont at the turn of the century, is told
R with enough vigor and period detail to compensate for the heavy use of dialect
7-9 and the rather pat ending. When Tit Smith is wounded by the spray of bullets
that kills his mother (she is a prostitute killed by a vagrant, Tit is a bastard) and
then nursed by Gus, the sheriff, he decides to go back to his mother's home town
and discover his father. Chased by predatory dogs, the boy is saved by a woman
who calls herself a doctor; Fern is big, robust, capable, and tender-hearted, and
the niece who lives with her, Amy, soon becomes Tit's girl. Nursed back to health
a second time, Tit finds his father, stops him from raping Amy, and watches with
a grim feeling of justice as the man is killed by a dog. Despite all this high drama,
the story has vitality and a sure touch in characterization and dialogue, although
the latter might be more effective were it not so larded with colloquialisms. At
the close of the story, Tit is clearly dear to both Fern and Amy, and his happiness
is made complete when Gus appears and announces that he is moving into the
community and wants Tit to live with him.
Robertson, Keith. In Search of a Sandhill Crane; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Viking, 1973.
201p. $5.95.
Because his widowed mother was taking a summer course in computer operation,
R fifteen-year-old Link had had to accept an aunt's invitation to visit her in Michigan.
5-8 He had promised an uncle that he would use his borrowed camera to take pictures
of a sandhill crane. Link was sure he would be bored to distraction in the Michigan
woods, but his first desultory interest in finding the crane grew to a passionate
curiosity, and his first disdain for a summer spent with an elderly aunt and her
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Indian friend to a vigorous appreciation of their knowledge and abilities. While
there is a small element of suspense in Link's search for the sandhill crane, the
story as a whole is quiet and contained, its strength in the economy of structure,
the convincing characterization, the wealth of natural lore, and the evocation of
the setting of the beautiful North Woods.
Roethke, Theodore. Dirty Dinky and Other Creatures; Poems for Children; selected by
Beatrice Roethke and Stephen Lushington. Doubleday, 1973. 48p. illus. $3.95.
Almost all of the poems that Beatrice Roethke Lushington has chosen for inclusion
R in this collection are about animals, almost all are nonsensical; the silliness conceals
3-6 a pithy thought here and there, but most of the poems are sheer, lilting fun and
it is as such that they appeal to readers. Too few selections have the grave tone
and sharp imagery of "The Bat" and "The Snake"; it's a delightful collection,
but it gives a canted perspective of the breadth of Roethke's poetry.
Rhodin, Eric. The Sinister Affair. Westminster, 1973. 160p. $4.75.
Somebody has robbed a bank in a small Pennsylvania city, and a young girl
R reporter does her first solo investigation. Tom Carey, young war veteran, decides
6-9 to leave the States and settle in Ireland, and he finds, when he gets to Dublin,
that some hoodlums mistake him for a friend of a Mr. Sinister they're expecting.
Sinister, the bank robber, is in hiding in Dublin, nervously hoarding the stolen
money. This is a mystery that lays all the facts before the reader and yet maintains
a brisk pace and suspense in working out the solving and the denouement in a
jigsay puzzle style, with no writing down for young readers. While the plot seems
complicated, it is deftly worked out; the only weakness of the story is that it seems
overpopulated. The treatment is realistic: drama, but no melodrama; an attractive
girl and a courageous veteran but no contrived love story.
Rosenbaum, Jean. What is Fear? An Introduction to Feelings; by Jean Rosenbaum and
Lutie McAuliffe. Prentice-Hall, 1973. 94p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.50 net.
Separate chapters discuss the most common fears of childhood in a book written
Ad by a psychiatrist and a specialist in the emotional problems of learning. The text
5-7 considers fear of the dark, of strangers, of authority and punishment, of school,
of failure, and of being different; these topics are preceded by a general discussion
of the nature of fear and are followed by a chapter entitled, "What You Can Do."
In each chapter, several cases of individual children are considered; the theme of
the book is that fears are often masked or translated into other behavior patterns,
and that the child must learn-probably with adult help-to understand the true
nature or root of his fear. The authors have a tendency to make the understanding-
and-solution seem rather easy; for example, "Once you know what you're up
against, you can feel confident." The text is marred by a recurrence of generaliza-
tion: "Shame is the feeling we get when we think we've done something wrong,"
or, "When a person feels anxious, he is afraid of his own feelings." This oversimplifi-
cation may make the processes more easily comprehensible to the reader, however,
and the gravamen of the thesis that to understand the cause is the first step toward
eradication of fear, especially irrational fear, is a valuable fact for children to know.
A glossary and a relative index are appended.
Saunders, Rubie. Smart Shopping and Consumerism; illus, by Gail Owens. Watts, 1973.
63p. $3.95.
A compilation of advice for the adolescent buyer is written in a chatty, newspaper-
R column style; although the advice occasionally seems so obvious that it is not needed
6-9 (making sure you have enough money before ordering at a restaurant, or buying
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a gift you think the recipient will like) most of the text is practical and helpful.
The author discusses grocery shopping, budgeting, buying or making gifts, checking
brands, ingredients, fit of clothing, etc., shoplifting, good manners in shopping,
charge accounts, mail-order purchasing, tipping, and banking. Two sample budgets,
a list of "Points to Remeber," and an index are appended.
Sheffield, Margaret. Where Do Babies Come From?; illus. by Sheila Bewley. Knopf, 1973.
33p. $3.95.
Adapted from a B.B.C. program, a first sex education book is illustrated with
R softly colored paintings, each picture facing a pastel page of text. The information
K-2 is given in serious, forthright style, with all the facts included and with the use
of correct terminology. What makes this book different from (and, for the most
part, better than) other such books is the tone; without a specific reference to the
beauty and intricacy of birth, the mood of reverence for life is created in a harmoni-
ous complementing of text and illustrations.
Sherman, Ivan. I Do Not Like It When My Friend Comes to Visit. Harcourt, 1973. 28p.
illus. $4.95.
The promise of the amusing title is borne out by the plaintive story of a small
Ad child whose pleasure in a friend's visit is dimmed, if not eclipsed, by a strong sense
4-7 of squatter's rights. They go to the playground, for example, and the friend goes
yrs. very high on the swings, all by herself. "My friend says she will teach me how
to pump. I tell her I already know how to pump. I just like sitting," Mother lets
the friend push baby's stroller. "It's my stroller. My mother says we should push
it together." The friend hugs and kisses the baby, and even worse, gives the baby
her hostess's toys. "I want to hug my baby, too. It is my baby." Mother is altogether
too nice to the friend, and when the visit is over, "my friend cries and doesn't
want to leave. I want her to cry more, so I cry too. I do not like it when my
friend comes to visit, but I like my friend, and tomorrow I get to visit her." It's
real if exaggerated, it's funny, and it should appeal because of the familiarity of
the situation. The illustrations show beak-nosed children, unfortunately in flat orange
and lavender tones, but they echo the humor of the text.
Silverstein, Alvin. Exploring the Brain; by Alvin and Virginia B. Silverstein; illus. by Patricia
De Veau. Prentice-Hall, 1973. 112p. $4.95.
Although the number of topics covered results in short shrift being accorded
Ad some, this is a good overview of what is known about the human brain; some
5-7 aspects of the subject have been accorded full texts (sleep, drugs, morphology of
the brain) in books for children and young people, but this gives coverage of these
subjects in adequate, if superficial, fashion. The authors describe the functiong of
the brain and the nervous system, going into especially fascinating details about
areas of the brain that have been studied and mapped. Some of the ancillary aspects,
such as how the functioning of the brain is affected by drugs or illness, are made
clearer by the citing of laboratory experiments. It is, however, in the compilation
of findings of recent research that the text is strongest. The illustrations are of
mediocre quality. A glossary, a bibliography, and an index are appended.
Torbet, Laura. Clothing Liberation; Out of the Closets and Into the Streets; illus. by the
author. Praeger, 1973. 73p. $5.95.
This is definitely not a book for the sartorially conservative reader, but for those
R who have forsaken the grey flannel couture and who want to renovate their ward-
7- robes without buying new clothes, it is full of helpful ideas. Most of the suggestions
are fairly simple to follow and not expensive; some of the smaller items simply
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require decoration, while larger pieces of clothing can be cut down, renovated,
or decorated. The ideas range from cautiously-cheerful to madly-flamboyant, and
they're very, very now; in a few years this may be old hat but for 1973-1974 it
fits. The first part of the text describes, in casual writing style, specific projects
that are shown in photographs or diagrams, the second part is devoted to explana-
tions (not always specific or step-by-step) of such techniques as embroidery, block
printing, patchwork, fringing, tie dyeing, and enlarging designs. A brief list of sources
for special materials is included.
Watts, Mabel. While the Horses Galloped to London; illus. by Mercer Mayer. Parents'
Magazine, 1973. 32p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.78 net.
Ornate and intricately detailed pictures of a crowded stagecoach are in subdued
Ad tones that give them a period flavor and that have comic touches. The story line
K-2 is patterned and not very substantial, the syle of writing adequate. Told to guard
with his life the stewpot he is taking as a gift to his grandmother in London, Sherman
keeps it close by although the large pot is in the way of the other passengers (there
isn't an inch to spare inside the coach) but the pot is looked on more kindly after
Sherman has used it to encase the head of a highwayman who has demanded
everybody's goods. There's a modicum of humor in the situation (fiddler fiddling,
woman knitting, everybody cheek by jowl) and some satisfaction in the outwitting
of the thief, but this is much ado about very little.
Winthrop, Elizabeth. Walking Away; illus. by Noelle Massena. Harper, 1973. 219p. Trade
ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
While Emily loved everything about her grandparents' farm where she spent the
R summers, it was her special closeness to Grandfather that was so precious. With
5-7 high anticipation she awaited a visit from her best friend, Nina, to whom she had
often described every loved detail of the farm. She knew that Nina and Grandfather
would enjoy each other-but they didn't. He didn't even come to the station to
meet Nina, and Nina-although she was cheerful about it, thought the farm was
rundown. Nina brought cigarettes and they smoked in secret, she kept Emily too
busy to spend time with Grandfather, she regarded the local people as odd charac-
ters. Forbidden the loft, Nina jumped and broke her leg-and that ended the visit.
The story is written in an easy, natural style, with good dialogue and well-defined
characterization, but its strength lies even more in the perceptive and lucid develop-
ment of changing relationships as Emily learns how easily a new factor can upset
an established situation.
Wise, William. Leaders, Laws, and Citizens; The Story of Democracy and Government;
illus. by Mila Iazarevich. Parents' Magazine, 1973. 62p. $3.78.
A description of the evolution of legal and governmental systems, from the first
Ad tacit agreements of nomadic groups of prehistory to a detailed discussion of the
3-4 American governmental structure and the participation of citizens. Despite the
pedestrian illustrations and a flat writing style, this is an adequate introduction to
the topic and a useful book for the child who is first learning concepts of social
studies.
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